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Abstract—Audio-visual speech synthesis is the core function
for realizing face-to-face human–computer communication.
While considerable efforts have been made to enable talking
with computer like people, how to integrate the emotional expressions into the audio-visual speech synthesis remains largely
a problem. In this paper, we adopt the notion of Pleasure–Displeasure, Arousal–Nonarousal, and Dominance–Submissiveness
(PAD) 3-D-emotional space, in which emotions can be described
and quantified from three different dimensions. Based on this
new definition, we propose a unified model for emotional speech
conversion using Boosting-Gaussian mixture model (GMM), as
well as a facial expression synthesis model. We further present
an emotional audio-visual speech synthesis approach. Specifically, we take the text and the target PAD values as input, and
employ the text-to-speech (TTS) engine to first generate the
neutral speeches. Then the Boosting-GMM is used to convert the
neutral speeches to emotional speeches, and the facial expression
is synthesized simultaneously. Finally, the acoustic features of
the emotional speech are used to modulate the facial expression
in the audio-visual speech. We designed three objective and five
subjective experiments to evaluate the performance of each model
and the overall approach. Our experimental results on audio-visual emotional speech datasets show that the proposed approach
can effectively and efficiently synthesize natural and expressive
emotional audio-visual speeches. Analysis on the results also unveil
that the mutually reinforcing relationship indeed exists between
audio and video information.
Index Terms—Audio-visual speech, boosting-Gaussian mixture
model (GMM), emotion, facial expression, Pleasure–Displeasure,
Arousal–Nonarousal, and Dominance–Submissiveness (PAD).

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ITH the rapid development of human–computer interaction, there is little doubt that audio-visual speech synthesis is becoming a core function for developing a real-life
human–computer communication interface. Emotion, the spirit
of expressions, is associated with a wide variety of feelings,
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thoughts, and behavior. Many human feelings have to be expressed with not only language but also certain (or even accurate) emotions. Therefore, there is a clear need for methods
and techniques to integrate the emotions into the audio-visual
speech synthesis.
Unfortunately, many existing audio-visual speech synthesis
systems [1], [2] failed to convey the affective information
as in human communications, due to the lack of emotional
expression in synthetic speech and talking face. The advance of
research on affective computing reveals that the emotion plays
an important role in rational decision making, perception, and
human communication [3], which indicates the necessity to
introduce emotional capability in designing human–computer
speech interface.
Emotion has been studied for a long time in psychology
[4]–[6]; however, the expression of human emotion only has
gained special attention recently in both audio speech synthesis
and talking face animation [7]–[10].
For emotional speech synthesis, many acoustic features,
level, range, contour and jitter),
such as pitch variables (
intensity, and speech rate have already been analyzed [11].
There are also some implementations in emotional speech
synthesis [12]–[15]. For instance, Toda realized the conversion
from neutral speech into emotional speeches using Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) with dynamic frequency warping
(DFW) [16]. Tao attempts to synthesize emotional speech with
“strong,” “medium,” and “weak” classifications using Linear
Modification Model (LMM), GMM, and Classification and
Regression Tree (CART) [15]. For expressive talking face
animation, most of the previous work focused on discrete
emotional categories [17], [18]. In terms of the emotional
dimension, Ruttkay et al. [19] have proposed the “Emotion
Disc” and “Emotion Square” to explore the facial expression
within a 2-D emotion space. Albrecht et al. [20] adopted the
“Activation–Evaluation” emotional dimension to design an
algorithm for synthesizing facial expression of pure and mixed
emotions of varying intensities. Pelachaud et al. [21] created an
embodied conversational agent by modeling the emotion with
“Valence” (positive-negative) and “Timing” (past, current and
future) dimensions, and generating the facial expression that
conveys the nonverbal information accompanying speech. The
previous works about emotional speech and facial expression
synthesis are mostly focused on the simulation of discrete basic
emotions, which is incapable of making the audio-visual speech
as expressive as human beings.
In general, the challenges for synthesizing more natural and
expressive emotional audio-visual speech are the following.
— How to describe the various and numerous human emotions as both accurately and completely as possible?
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— Can the emotion be computed in a parametric way together
with the audio/visual features?
— The incapability of expressing emotion accurately and
completely only by audio or visual modality has been
reported in [22], [23]. So how to enhance the emotion
expression by the combination of audio speech and talking
face?
To address the above challenges, we try to conduct a systematic investigation of the problem. Specifically, we adopt
the PAD 3-D-emotional space [24], in which emotions are not
limited to isolated categories but can be described and quantified along three independent dimensions: Pleasure–Displeasure
(P), Arousal–Nonarousal (A), and Dominance–Submissiveness
(D). Based on PAD emotion space description, we propose
an approach on emotional audio-visual speech synthesis. Our
approach primarily consists of three steps: first we take the text
and the target PAD values as input, and employ text-to-speech
(TTS) engine to generate neutral speeches. Then a segmental
emotional speech conversion model based on PAD using
Boosting-GMM is proposed. Next, we present a parametric
facial expression synthesis model based on PAD. Finally, the
facial expression is modulated in audio-visual speech, using
acoustic features of the target emotional speech.
We design eight experiments to evaluate the performance of
each model and the overall approach. The final analysis results
show the effectiveness of the proposed approach for emotional
audio-visual speech synthesis based on PAD, which confirms
the necessity of the components in this approach. The experimental results also indicate the mutually reinforcing relationship between audio and video information.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II analyzes the
acoustic features of emotional speech, and presents the segmental emotional speech conversion model using GMM and
Boosting-GMM. Section III describes the facial expression
synthesis model. Section IV introduces the proposed emotional audio-visual speech synthesis approach based on PAD.
Section V presents and discusses the objective and subjective
experiments employed to evaluate the different models and the
overall approach. Finally, Section VI draws a conclusion for
this paper.
II. SEGMENTAL EMOTIONAL SPEECH CONVERSION
MODEL BASED ON PAD
In this section, we propose a segmental emotional speech conversion model based on PAD. We first prove that the segmental
features are more effective than global features for emotion conversion by statistical experiments. The global features are extracted from the whole sentence, while the segmental features
are extracted from different sentence segments. Then GMM and
the Boosting-GMM are tried to predict the emotional speech
acoustic features. Finally, TD-PSOLA algorithm [26] is used to
convert the neutral speeches to the target emotional speeches.
A. Analysis of Emotional Speech Features
1) Acoustic Feature Extraction: We first analyze the acoustic
features of speeches in neutral and four other typical emotions:
anger, happiness, surprise, and sorrow. The speeches for analysis are chosen from the emotional speech dataset
which will
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be described in detail in Section V. There are 45 utterances for
each emotion, and the total 225 utterances are read by six different people, four females and two males. The average values
of the following features, energy, duration, average pitch, max
pitch, min pitch, and pitch range [25], are analyzed here. Energy is calculated with frame length of 20 ms and frame shift of
10 ms. To avoid the problems caused by noise, the features are
calculated only in the syllables whose energy passes a certain
threshold. Duration is the time from the beginning of the first
syllable to the end of the last syllable, including the pauses between syllables.
To distinguish the differences between the features of neutral and other emotions, we compute the ratio (%) between the
measurements of the corresponding emotional and neutral utterances. For example, the ratio of average for angry emotion is
computed as

(1)

indicates
where indicates the number of utterances, and
the average of utterance in a certain emotion.
To analyze acoustic features of local segments, one sentence
is divided into three parts: head, body, and tail. We choose the
first prosodic word of each sentence as head, the last one as tail,
and the rest of the sentence as body. The prosodic word boundaries are automatically predicted by the text analysis module of
TTS engine. In our TTS system, maximum entropy (ME) model
is used for prosodic word boundary prediction [27]. After each
sentence is divided into three parts, the segmental acoustic features of all emotions are calculated.
2) Statistical Analysis of Global Acoustic Features: Fig. 1(a)
shows the differences of global features between four categories
of emotional speeches and neutral speeches. It is shown that the
duration of sorrow speech is longer than neutral, while the duration of other emotions are shorter than neutral. The energy
of sorrow speech is smaller than four other emotions. The average pitch of angry, happy, and surprise speeches are higher
than neutral and sorrow. Although sorrow can be distinguished
from other emotions easily using global features, it is hard to
distinguish anger, happiness, and surprise.
3) Statistical Analysis of Segmental Acoustic Features:
Fig. 1(b) shows the differences between acoustic features of the
four non-neutral emotions in head part. We can see the energy
of anger is much higher than happiness and surprise. The
duration of happiness is longer than anger and surprise, and the
pitch range of happiness is narrower than anger and surprise.
Fig. 1(c) shows the differences between acoustic features of
the four emotions in body part. It is shown that surprise can be
distinguished from anger and happiness with max pitch, min
pitch, and pitch range. The duration of happiness is longer than
anger and surprise.
Fig. 1(d) shows the differences between acoustic features of
the four emotions in tail part. The pitch range of surprise is 2.2
times of neutral. The max pitch of surprise is higher than anger
and happiness, and the duration of anger is much shorter than
surprise and happiness.
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TABLE I
SAMPLE COMPOSITION

Fig. 1. Global and segmental acoustic features of different emotions A: average
pitch; E: energy; D: duration; Max: max pitch; Min: min pitch; Range: pitch
range. (a) The global acoustic features of different emotions. (b) The acoustic
features of different emotions in head part. (c) The acoustic features of different
emotions in body part. (d) The acoustic features of different emotions in tail
part.

The statistics show that the anger, surprise, and happiness
emotions can be easily distinguished by segmental acoustic features. For anger, the energy is the biggest at all parts of a sentence, while the duration is the shortest. For surprise, the pitch
range is wider than other emotions. For happiness, the duration
is a bit longer than anger and surprise in head part and body part,
and in general, the tail part of a sentence contributes most to the
emotion expression.
Based on the analysis, we believe that the segmental strategy
using local features is better for emotion speech synthesis. So
we propose a new segmental strategy based on PAD for emotion
conversion in the next subsection.

B. Segmental Emotional Speech Conversion Model Based on
PAD
It has been proved that segmental strategy is more effective
than global strategy in Section II-A. In this subsection, we
present two models to predict the acoustic features of the target
emotional speeches. We use PAD values as the input of the
model, and the output is the differences between the acoustic
features in emotional speeches and the neutral speeches. After
that, TD-PSOLA algorithm [26] is used to convert the neutral
speeches to the target emotional speeches.
1) Regression Model Based on GMM With Joint Density Estimation: The acoustic features are related to each other. For
example, pitch often rises when energy strengthens, and an emphasized syllable can be realized not only with a higher pitch but
also a longer duration. So it is inappropriate to predict the different acoustic features separately as in most traditional ways. In
1998, Kain proposed a regression algorithm using GMM whose

parameters are trained with joint density estimation [28]. GMM
has the advantage of considering the relationship between the
outputs. Kain used GMM in voice conversion and got a good
result on a small training set. Tao has built a mapping model
from neutral features to basic emotion features using this algorithm [15].
We adopt the algorithm proposed by Kain to build the
model which predicts the acoustic feature differences between
emotional speeches and neutral speeches based on PAD. Three
different regression models are established for head part,
body part, and tail part, respectively. The model input is the
PAD values represented by a 3-D vector, and the output is
the feature differences represented by 4-D vector. As shown
in Table I, each training sample consists of the PAD vector
(as input variables) and four acoustic feature differences (as
output variables). We define the difference as the ratio of
the target emotional acoustic feature to that of the original
neutral one. For example, the duration difference is defined as
DurationEmotional DurationNeutral .
2) New Regression Model Based on Boosting-GMM: To further improve prediction accuracy, ensemble learning method is
considered. Ada-Boost is a classic ensemble learning algorithm,
which is proposed by Freund and Schapire in 1995 [29], [30]. Its
basic idea is learning from failure. We use the idea of Ada-Boost
with the algorithm proposed by Kain to build a new ensemble
learning algorithm, Boosting-GMM.
Boosting-GMM algorithm contains several weak prediction
models. One of them is the basic prediction model and the others
are assistant prediction models. The basic model is the regression model for predicting feature differences between emotional
and neutral speeches using GMM, which is built in the last part.
According to the prediction errors of GMM, we resample the
corpus. The number of the samples that have large prediction
error is increased, while the number of other samples is decreased. Then assistant prediction models are built based on new
corpus. For each acoustic feature, we build an assistant model.
This phase can be explained as follows.
represent the
Let represent the size of training set ,
number of acoustic features, and
represent the basic model.
The algorithm for constructing the th assistant prediction model
based on the prediction error of the th acoustic feature is as
follows.
— calculate the prediction error on the th acoustic feature of
the basic model , which are
(2)
is the predicted value of the th feature of the
where
th sample from the basic prediction model, and
is the
real value of the th feature of the th sample.
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— resample the training set to get a new training set
, the probability of each sample to be chosen is
, which is calculated as
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and
are obTTS engine. The target
tained by step 1. Then the target emotional speech
waveform is modified as follows:

(3)

— build the th assistant prediction model
on the new
training set .
After that, based on the training set and its corresponding prediction errors, error estimation GMM models are built for each
assistant prediction model, which predict estimation errors from
PAD. Boosting-GMM is built with the basic prediction model,
assistant prediction models and their corresponding error estimation models, using the ensemble learning method. At the predicting phase of the Boosting-GMM, each output feature value
is the prediction result of the weak prediction model whose error
estimation for that feature is the smallest.
3) Emotional Speech Conversion Using TD-PSOLA: In
the last two parts, two regression models based on GMM and
Boosting-GMM are built. The model inputs are PAD values,
and the outputs are the differences between the target emotional acoustic features and the original neutral ones. In order
to convert the neutral speech to the target emotional speech,
we use TD-PSOLA algorithm [26] to modify the pitch and
duration. TD-PSOLA modifies pitch by adjusting the locations
of peaks, and modifies duration by adding or removing periods.
It requires three inputs: the original waveform, the original
pitch sequence and the target pitch sequence. The output is
the target waveform. The original neutral pitch sequence is
provided by TTS engine. The target emotional pitch sequence
and the target waveform are obtained through Step1 and Step2
shown as follows. Finally, the energy of the target waveform is
scaled in Step 3.
Step 1) We denoted the rendition speech for syllable with
, where is the pitch point index.
begins
is a vector representing
at and ends at .
the pitch sequence of the th syllable of a neutral
speech. Vector
represents the corresponding
.
and
repretime location of
sent the minimum and the maximum pitch values.
,
,
and
repreLet
sent the difference (ratio) of the maximum pitch,
pitch range, duration and energy between emotional
speech and neutral speech, which are provided by
GMM or Boosting GMM. Then the target emotional
and the corresponding time
pitch sequence
are obtained as
location

(7)
represents the synthesis function of
where
TD-PSOLA, which are presented in [26], and
represents new waveforms, begins at and ends at
.
is adjusted by scaling with
.
Step 3) Energy of
Then
is smoothed by a Hamming window
in preparation for syllable waveform segment concatenation. Finally, the entire emotional
is generated by concatenating all the
speech
syllable waveforms

where

(8)
III. FACIAL EXPRESSION SYNTHESIS MODEL BASED ON PAD
Previous research on facial expression mainly focused on the
basic emotion categories [5]. Other studies have used two emotion dimensions to synthesize facial expression by rules [18]. In
this section, PAD emotional parameters are applied to describe
emotional facial state, and a three-layered framework for parametric facial expression synthesis is proposed.
A. PAD-PEP-FAP Framework
To synthesize facial expression for emotional state in PAD
space, a layered parametric framework is proposed. The PAD
is taken as high-level description of emotional state. A set of
partial expression parameters (PEP) are proposed as middlelevel description to measure the dominant expressive movement
in face regions, and the MPEG-4 facial animation parameters
(FAPs) [31], [32] are used as low-level descrption to animate a
3-D talking avatar1. The definition of PEP is determined based
on the previous work on FAPs manipulation [2], [33]. The PEP
aims to describe facial expression by the motion patterns of specific facial organs rather than single facial feature points. FAPs
related to PEP are defined by the FAP subgroup in MPEG-4
standards [31], [32]. The details of PEP definition and related
FAPs are shown in Table II.

(4)

B. PAD-PEP-FAP Mapping Model

(5)
(6)

The images from JAFFE expression database [34] are taken
as the training set to get the PAD-PEP-FAP mapping model.
For each facial expression sample, PAD values are annotated
using the 12-item questionnaire [35] by three annotators. Before

Step 2) TD-PSOLA is applied to modify the pitch sequence
and duration.
and
are provided by our

1The talking avatar “JingJing” is jointly developed by Tsinghua University
and Chinese University of Hong Kong
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) to obtain the function covalidation training process (
efficients using the least square errors estimation method. The
function with the average fitting performance among all ten iterations is chosen as the final result.
The PEP is translated to FAP by a linear interpolation function based on the previous study on FAPs correlation analysis
[36], which aims to interpolate the unknown FAP values from
decided FAPs. Based on FAPs correlation property, we defined
a linear PEP-FAP translation function shown in (11). For the th
, we defined a key-FAP ( ) which has the
PEP in region
highest correlations with other FAPs in regions as reported in
[36]. The FAP with parenthesis in Table II is the key FAP of
is linearly determined by
dieach subset. The value of
. The value of non-key FAP ( ) is
rectly with a bound of
linearly interpolated by the key-FAP ( ) with a coefficient .
and
are both experimentally determined
The

TABLE II
DEFINITION OF PEP PARAMETERS AND RELATED FAP GROUPS

(11)
TABLE III
12-ITEM PAD QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EXPRESSION
ANNOTATION AND EVALUATION

IV. EMOTIONAL AUDIO-VISUAL SPEECH SYNTHESIS
APPROACH BASED ON PAD
In this section, we will introduce the overall architecture
of our emotional audio-visual speech synthesis approach.
The Boosting-GMM and the segmental strategy are chosen in
emotional speech conversion model.
A. Overall Approach
annotation, the annotators are trained by psychological experts
on how to use the PAD questionnaire. During annotation, the
annotators are required to describe the facial expression with
the 12 pairs of emotional words, each of which are just like two
ends of a scale, shown in Table III.
The annotators should choose one of them that better describes the facial expression with a 9 level score varying from
to
. The original , A and D values are then calculated
from this questionnaire based on

(9)
The facial expression database with PAD and PEP manually
annotations is used to train a PAD-PEP mapping model. As the
experimental result reveals, the second order polynomial function [(10)] achieve the best fitting result [33]

(10)
is the PEP configuration of static facial expreswhere
is a vector
sion, is the corresponding PAD annotation, and
in which each element is the square value of its counterpart in
, i.e.,
. and are the corresponding coefficient
matrix, is a constant offset vector. We adopt the -fold cross

As in typical TTS synthesis applications, we use text as input
of this approach as well as the target PAD. The emotional audiovisual speeches are synthesized by the following steps.
Step 1) Synthesize the neutral speech using TTS engine.
TTS engine can also provide the information of
Pin Yin, pitch sequence, syllable duration, and the
prosodic word/phrase boundaries.
Step 2) Extract the neutral acoustic features of each segment, including pitch contour information and the
short-time energy of syllables.
Step 3) Predict the emotional acoustic features for different
segments using Boosting-GMM according to the
target PAD values.
Step 4) Modify the acoustic features of the neutral speech
using TD-PSOLA algorithm to obtain the emotional
speech.
Step 5) Synthesize facial expression using PAD-PEP-FAP
model. The acoustic features of the emotional
speech predicted in Step 3 are used to modulate the
facial expression in continuous speech, which will
be discussed in the next subsection.
Step 6) Generate the viseme based on a previous work on
Chinese dynamic viseme proposed by our lab [37].
A total of 20 Chinese static viseme categories are
defined. A weight blending dynamic viseme model
[37] is proposed to describe the viseme dynamics in
coarticulation context, and speed or pause duration
change in spontaneous speaking. Based on MPEG-4
facial animation framework, we extract the FAPs
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Fig. 3. PEP interpolation weight over a sentence based on F0 peak.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the emotional audio-visual speech synthesis approach.

of lip movement from videos for each of the Chinese phoneme. The static viseme set is determined
by constructing the visual confusion tree [37] based
on a measure of normalized visual distances of each
phoneme, and the number of viseme classes is determined by this confusion tree.
Step 7) Solve the synchrony problem between audio and
visual modalities with a dynamic Bayes network
(DBN). We proposed a DBN-based audio-visual
correlative model (AVCM) [38], [39], where the
loose timing synchronicity between audio and
video streams is restricted by word boundaries. The
model inputs are the predicted emotional acoustic
features and the FAPs related to the viseme. The
previously-trained DBN based AVCM is applied to
calculate the probability score, which is used as a
measure of synthesis error. The downhill simplex
method is used to adjust the FAPs until we got the
smallest synthesis error. After the synchronization
between emotional speech and its viseme, the FAPs
related to viseme and facial expression in mouth
region are combined, which will be discussed in
Section IV-C of this section.
The overall architecture of our approach is shown in Fig. 2.
B. Facial Expression Modulation in Audio-Visual Speech
To synthesize the dynamic facial expression in continuous
speech, the speech acoustic features (e.g., pitch) are taken as
important cues to modulate the facial expression (i.e., PEP) on
sentence level. In our emotional audio-visual speech database,
it is found that speakers tend to keep a certain steady facial expression while speaking with a particular emotion, and when
such emotions get aroused, the typical expression will be consequently intensified, sometimes even to an exaggerated extent.

Based on such observation, a two-step facial expression modulation process is proposed. First, the PAD-PEP mapping function
described in Section III is utilized to obtain the static facial expression (i.e., PEP) based on the annotated PAD values of each
input sentence, then the static facial expression is taken as the
dominant facial state over each sentence. Second, the speech
pitch ( ) is extracted and applied to locate the “peak” time (i.e.,
local maximum of ) where the facial expression will be intensified in most cases. The number of “peaks” in a sentence is
limited to one per prosodic phrase, and each prosodic phrase
usually contains 4–8 syllables in Chinese.
The PEP value for intensified expression at peak time is then
calculated as (12), while the dynamic facial expression over
the whole sentence is obtained by interpolating the PEP values
at peak time using the Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating
method [40]
(12)
where
is the PEP value obtained by PAD-PEP mapping function, is the ratio between peak and average value of
speech pitch ( ), is a constant which controls the interpolated
curve of PEP.
It should be noticed that the interpolation only takes place for
PEP of non-mouth region. The mouth movement is mainly controlled by the viseme parameters. We selected 24 FAPs (F3–F14,
F16, F17, F51–F60) related to the mouth movement to describe
and quantify the Chinese viseme [37]. For speaking animation,
the viseme is mapped to its corresponding FAP value, and then it
controls the face model to perform articulation movement. The
3-D facial animation is in accordance with the MPEG-4 facial
animation and implemented based on the XFace toolkit [41].
The interpolation between expression and viseme is discussed
in the next subsection. Fig. 3 illustrates the interpolation weight
of PEP 1.2 (eyebrow squeeze shown in Table II) for a sentence
with anger emotion. Fig. 4 presents the synthetic facial expression series and its counterpart in video data.
C. Audio-Visual Emotional Speech Generation
Since the mouth movement plays an important role in both
speaking and expression, we should consider the effect of
viseme and expression equally when animating the mouth.
The final step for generating expressive visual speech is to
properly combine the viseme and expressive facial movement.
The viseme is synthesized based on the previous research on
Chinese dynamic viseme [37] by our lab, and we take a linear
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Fig. 6. Data sample of “Surprised” on D .

Fig. 4. Synthetic emotional audio-visual speech and its counterpart in real
video for a sentence of anger (P = 0:69, A = 0:51, D = 0:11).

0

Next, we first introduce our emotional speech datasets and the
quality of the datasets. Then we evaluate the emotional speech
conversion models, by comparing the performance of GMM and
Boosting-GMM, also the segmental conversion strategy and the
global conversion strategy. After that, a subjective experiment is
conducted to evaluate the PAD-PEP-FAP facial expression synthesis model. Finally, we give the evaluation results of our emotional audio-visual speech synthesis approach, including a mean
opinion score (MOS) experiment, and two other experiments
which show the mutually reinforcing relationship between audio
and video information.
A. Datasets

Fig. 5. Viseme and expression mergence (F6).

weighted function to merge the animation parameter of viseme
and facial expression in mouth region
(13)
The coefficient can be manually defined to determine which
is the dominant factor for animating mouth, the viseme or the
to obtain the
expression. In our experiment, we take
final animation parameters for mouth. Fig. 5 shows the curves
of No.6 FAP (F6, Strech_left_cornerlip) by combining viseme
and expression, where the dashed line denotes the value of F6 in
expression, the dotted line refers to F6 in viseme, and the solid
line is the merged result of F6.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To test our proposed approach, we conduct extensive experiments on two emotional speech datasets. The experimental
results validate the effectiveness of our approach. We design
a full-scale evaluation method which includes three objective
evaluations and five subjective evaluations. The objective
evaluations are used to evaluate the accuracy of the segmental
emotional speech conversion model based on PAD using
Boosting-GMM, while the subjective evaluations are used to
evaluate the effectiveness of our emotional audio-visual speech
synthesis approach.
For subjective evaluations, we invite ten participants. All of
them are Ph.D. or Masters candidates at Tsinghua University.

1) Dataset Setup: We have established two emotional speech
datasets.
has 495 emotional speech sentences. The details of
are shown as follows:
the
— 45 different Chinese texts, without emotion tendency;
— 11 emotions: Neutral, Relax, Submissiveness, Surprise,
Happiness, Disgust, Contempt, Fear, Sorrow, Anxiety, and
Anger;
— read by six different people, four females and two males.
has 132 emotional audio-visual speeches. A data sample
is shown in Fig. 6. The details of the audio-visual speech
of
are shown as follows:
corpus
— 2 different Chinese texts, without emotion tendency;
— 11 emotions: Neutral, Relax, Submissiveness, Surprise,
Happiness, Disgust, Contempt, Fear, Sorrow, Anxiety, and
Anger;
— read by six different people, four females and two males.
We invite three human labelers to annotate each emotional
speech and audio-visual speech with PAD values and emotion
category, respectively. Each of the labelers is required to finish
a 12-item questionnaire [35] for each speech to obtain the PAD,
. Both of
and then the PAD values were normalized to
these datasets can be used for training the models, and also as
the standard references in subjective evaluations.
2) Quality of the Datasets: Because the datasets are provided
by three human labelers, we wish to evaluate the quality of these
datasets. In this subsection, we analyze the consistency between
the three labelers in the datasets. For each emotion category,
Table IV shows the mean value and the standard deviation of
, and Table V shows the statistical results on
labeled PAD on
.
In Table IV, it seems that the PAD values of some emotion categories have large standard deviations. This is because
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TABLE IV
MEAN VALUE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF PAD ON

TABLE V
MEAN VALUE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF PAD ON
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D

TABLE VI
ACCURACY OF PRM, GMM, AND BOOSTING-GMM

D

The experiment is conducted by the method of 10-folder cross
validation. The experiment corpus is evenly divided into ten
parts. All the feature prediction models run ten times. Each time,
nine of the ten parts are used as training set, and the other one is
used as the test set. The prediction accuracy is computed as
(14)

people may have perception confusion about some emotions by
only listening to the audio. For example, it is hard to distinguish fear and anxiety only by audio, so the labelers may give
PAD values to these two kinds of emotional speeches in a large
, the three labelers have a general consistency
range, and for
in annotating the emotional audio-visual speeches. Therefore,
we used the mean PAD values of the three labelers as the PAD
of a speech.
B. Evaluation of Segmental Emotional Speech Conversion
Model Based on PAD Using Boosting-GMM
1) Comparison Between GMM and Boosting-GMM: Most
previous works focus on the emotional speech conversion from
neutral to certain emotion categories or degrees [12]–[16]. Our
feature prediction model is used in continuous emotion space.
So it is hard to compare the accuracy of our model with the
previous models. Therefore, in this experiment, we compare
three emotional acoustic feature prediction models based on
Boosting-GMM, GMM, and Polynomial Regression Model
.
(PRM). The experiment is conducted on
For both GMM and Boosting-GMM, we build three different
regression models for head part, body part, and tail part respectively as described in Section II-B. For PRM, 12 models are
built, each of which is used to predict one of the acoustic features
(maximum pitch, pitch range, duration, and energy) in one segment (head part, body part, or tail part). The input of each PRM
model is the PAD values, and the output is the difference of the
corresponding acoustic feature between emotional speech and
neutral speech.

where
is the size of the th testing set,
is the real feature difference between emotion and neutral speeches in the th
sample from the th testing set, and is the corresponding predicted feature difference. Table VI shows the average feature
prediction accuracy of PRM, GMM, and Boosting-GMM for
each of the three segments.
The results show that both of the GMM and Boosting-GMM
achieve acceptable average feature prediction accuracy. It
indicates that establishing a mapping model between PAD
values and acoustic features is feasible. Both GMM and
Boosting-GMM achieve higher prediction accuracy than
PRM. This result demonstrates the advantage of GMM and
Boosting-GMM, which considers the relationship between the
predicted acoustic features. From Table VI, we can also see
that for duration in head part, the prediction accuracy of GMM
is considerably low. It increases 8.9% using Boosting-GMM
instead of GMM, and the prediction accuracy of pitch range
in head and tail parts increase 2.9% and 2.8%, respectively.
The prediction accuracy is improved because Boosting-GMM
implements a re-sampling process, which increases the proportion of the samples with large prediction errors in training set.
On the other hand, the features with higher prediction accuracy by GMM have made less improvement. That is because
there are few samples with large prediction errors for these
features, such as duration and energy. Considering that for
most features, Boosting-GMM performs better than GMM, we
choose Boosting-GMM as the feature prediction model in our
approach.
2) Comparison Between Segmental and Global Conversion
Strategy: The emotional speeches converted using global features and segmental features are compared in this subsection. A
subjective evaluation and an objective evaluation are conducted.
Both the global features and the segmental features are predicted
by the Boosting-GMM.
In subjective evaluation, we select 16 neutral speeches and
. The emo16 emotional speeches of the same text from
tional speeches are from four typical emotions: anger, happi-
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TABLE VII
RESULTS OF THE PREFERENCE TEST

TABLE VIII
AVERAGE PREDICTION ACCURACY

ness, surprise, and sorrow. They are used as the criteria data.
For each emotional speech, we record its PAD values, and each
neutral speech is converted to the emotional speech according
to the corresponding PAD values by two strategies, respectively.
We design a preference test in which two converted emotional
speeches with the same PAD values but by different strategies
are played with random order. Ten participants are invited to
pick the one which expresses a more similar emotion to the criteria speech. There are 16 pairs of converted emotional speeches
in total, and Table VII shows the average percentage of the
participants who picked the sentences converted by a certain
strategy for different emotion categories.
From the results we can find that 87.5% participants feel segmental strategy is better than global for anger emotion expression, and 85% participants feel segmental is better for surprise
emotion expression. For happiness and sorrow expression, more
than 65% participants think the segmental strategy is better. The
results show that the segmental strategy is more effective in
emotion expression than global strategy significantly.
To get more statistical comparison results between global
and segmental strategies, we conduct an objective experiment
to show the average pitch prediction accuracy of the converted
speeches by two strategies respectively. The prediction accuracy is computed as (15), and we use the average value of the
prediction accuracy of maximum pitch and pitch range as our
final result:
Accuracy

(15)

where represents the speech number of an emotion category,
represents the number of the segments (1 for global and 3
represents the real pitch value of the emofor segmental),
represents the predicted pitch value.
tional speech, while
180 emotional utterances in
are selected from 4 emotions
(Anger, Happiness, Surprise, and Sorrow). There are 45 utterances for each emotion. The results are shown in Table VIII.
Fig. 7 gives an example of the emotional speeches converted
by different strategies. The original neutral sentence is “bai3
tuo1 gu2 di3 tai4 ji2,” which is a meaningless Chinese sentence
without emotion tendency. The target emotion is “surprise.”
Comparing the two converted emotional speeches, we can see
that the acoustic features of the speech converted by segmental
strategy are more similar to the target surprise speech. Especially, the speech duration is shorter, the modified pitch range
of the last syllable is larger, and the modified pitch range of the
first syllable is smaller.
From Table VIII and Fig. 7, we can see that the prediction accuracy of the segmental strategy is generally higher than those
of the global strategy. Especially for the emotion of surprise, it
achieves about 8% improvement in the segmental strategy. We

Fig. 7. Example of emotional speeches converted by different strategies.
(a) Original neutral speech. (b) Target “surprise” speech. (c) “Surprise” emotional speech converted by segmental strategy. (d) “Surprise” emotional speech
converted by global strategy.

believe this is because the acoustic features of surprise differ a
lot in different segments. For example, the pitch range of surprise is 2.2 times of neutral in the tail part, 1.6 times in the head
part and 1.8 times in the body part. Therefore, we can conclude
that the segmental strategy is more in line with the human habit
of emotional expression.
C. Evaluation of PAD-PEP-FAP Model
In this subsection, an objective evaluation and a subjective
evaluation are conducted to evaluate the performance of the
PAD-PEP-FAP facial expression synthesis model.
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TABLE IX
PAD EVALUATION ON SYNTHETIC EXPRESSION

The objective evaluation is designed to evaluate the PAD-PEP
mapping function. A 3-D facial expression database is created
by animating the talking avatar with the PEP parameters extracted from static human facial image. The images from JAFFE
expression database [34] are taken as the archetype expressions.
The expression database consists of 213 expression samples,
which has ten subjects and seven expression categories. PEP
parameters are first extracted by measuring the movement of
related feature points [by (11)], which are used as the criteria
data. Then the PAD-PEP mapping function are used to predict
the PEP value based on the annotated PAD values. The correlation between original PEP and its predicted value by PAD is
computed getting an average of 0.70.
The subjective evaluation is designed to evaluate the PADPEP-FAP mapping model. The PAD values of five typical emoare taken as the input of the mapping
tion categories from
model, and the output FAP parameters are used to animate the
talking avatar to obtain the synthetic expressions. Our participants are invited to finish the 12-item PAD questionnaire [35] to
evaluate the synthetic expressions. The average PAD values of
emotional categories and synthetic expressions are compared in
Table IX, with the correlation of 0.89( ), 0.68(A), and 0.70(D),
respectively.
The results are consistent with the reliability and validity of
the Chinese version abbreviated PAD emotion scales reported
in [35]. Both the objective and subjective experimental results
indicate that the PAD model can be used to describe the emotion state as well as facial expression, and the proposed PADPEP-FAP mapping model is effective for PAD-driven facial expression synthesis.
D. Evaluation of the Emotional Audio-Visual Speech Synthesis
Approach Based on PAD
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach
to emotional audio-visual speech synthesis, three subjective experiments are conducted in this section. In these experiments,
we use the Boosting-GMM and the segmental strategy for emotional speech conversion.
1) Subjective Evaluation on the Overall Approach: At this
part, a MOS evaluation is performed on our audio-visual speech
synthesis approach. We first randomly select 50 audio-visual ut, each of which is annotated with PAD values.
terances from
Using the PAD values and the corresponding texts as inputs,
we synthesize the 50 audio-visual utterances on a 3-D talking
avatar with our approach. We invite ten participants to compare
the synthetic audio-visual speeches to the recorded speeches
with the same PAD values and texts. Each synthetic
from
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TABLE X
RESULTS OF THE PAIRED COMPARISON TEST

audio-visual speech is scored from 1 to 5 according to its similarity to the corresponding video:
5—the audio-visual speech and the video have the same
emotion tendency and degree;
4—the audio-visual speech and the video have the same
emotion tendency, and the similar degree;
3—the audio-visual speech and the video have the same
emotion tendency, but different degree;
2—the audio-visual speech and the video have the similar
emotion tendency;
1—the audio-visual speech and the video have the different
emotion tendency.
We use the average score to describe the similarity between
the emotional audio-visual speeches and the corresponding
videos. In Table X, the second column shows the numbers of
scores in each emotion category, and the third column gives the
average scores. The standard deviations are shown in the fourth
column. The average standard deviation is around 1, which is
acceptable in a five-mark evaluation. The MOS average score
is 3.4, which indicates the proposed approach based on PAD
can synthesize a natural and expressive emotional audio-visual
speech.
Some typical emotions, such as anger, disgust, and happiness, achieve higher scores than the other emotions. Fig. 8
suggests that the higher scores the emotion categories achieve,
the smaller their stand deviations are. We believe that it is
because people have more consistent understandings of the
typical emotions.
2) Effectiveness of Video for Enhancing Emotion Expression:
In this experiment, we demonstrate that using facial expression can help express emotions more accurately than only using
speech.
We first synthesize 121 audio-visual speeches on 3-D talking
avatar using 121 PAD values of 11 emotions from the corpus
. Each participant is asked to annotate each synthetic speech
with PAD twice. At the first time, they annotate each speech
with PAD by only listening to the audio, and the second time
they annotate each speech by watching the video and listening
to the audio at the same time.
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TABLE XI
RESULTS OF THE PAIRED COMPARISON TEST

Fig. 8. The correlation between the average score and the standard deviation
of each emotion category.

Fig. 9. Overlap ratio of surprise and happiness. (a) Audio. (b) Audio – Visual.

the audio-visual speeches on 3-D talking avatar using the PAD
values of 11 emotions with our proposed approach, and then
for the same PAD values, we also synthesize the audio-visual
speeches on 3-D talking avatar without using the acoustic features. The listeners determine which audio-visual speech has a
higher similarity with the reference video. The final score for an
approach is the number of times it is considered the better one
in the pair comparisons.
The evaluation scale is shown as follows:
— if A is much more similar than B, then A gets 2 points, B
points;
gets
— if A is a little similar than B, then A gets 1 point, B gets
points;
— if A has equal similarity with B, then both A and B get 0
points.
The experimental results are shown in Table XI.
The average score of our approach is 0.88, which indicates
that the audio-visual speeches synthesized by our approach have
higher similarity with the reference videos. The confidence interval (95%) is [0.72, 1.04]. The results suggest that generating
expression using the acoustic features of emotional speech is
more in line with the people’s habits of expression.

VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 10. Overlap ratio of emotions of fear and sorrow. (a) Audio. (b) Audio –
Visual.

After that, we draw an ellipsoid to describe the annotated PAD
values in the PAD 3-D space for each emotion, with the average
PAD values as the centers and the standard deviations as the
radii. The overlap ratio of the ellipsoids of each emotion pair is
examined.
Fig. 9 shows the ellipsoids of surprise and happiness, and
Fig. 10 shows the ellipsoids of fear and sorrow. The results indicate that it is not always easy to tell the accurate emotion only by
listening to speeches, such as surprise and happiness, fear, and
sorrow, but with the help of proper facial expressions, it is much
easier to identify the real emotions. That means the audio-visual
speech can achieve a better emotion expressivity.
3) Improving Video Effect Using Audio: In order to demonstrate that the acoustic features of the emotional speeches are
also very important to the facial emotional expressions, we conduct a paired comparison experiment on . We first synthesize

In this paper, we have described how emotional audio-visual
speeches are synthesized in continuous emotion space. The notion of PAD 3-D-emotional space is used, in which emotion
can be described and quantified from three different dimensions. Based on this new definition, we present a novel emotional audio-visual speech synthesis approach. Specifically, the
Boosting-GMM is used to convert the neutral speeches to emotional speeches, and the facial expression is synthesized simultaneously, while the acoustic features of the emotional speech
are used to modulate the facial expression in the audio-visual
speech. The experimental results show that the proposed approach can effectively and efficiently synthesize natural and expressive emotional audio-visual speeches. Analysis on the results also unveil that the mutually reinforcement relationship indeed exists between audio and video information.
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